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PROJECT SUMMARY 
Its been said that the world is a stage and we are but mere players. Each of us a star in our 
own right, yet a supporting actor or extra in another person’s life. While many may say that 
there is a clearly defined line between reality and the fictional world, in some cases this line 
can become blurred. 
 
The Method is about a man who blurs the line between reality and fiction as he loses himself in 
his character. It shows the human need for connection and relationships in order to make 
sense of the world and ourselves. 

PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE 

Producer: Evan Yarbrough Format/Length: Arri Alexa, Color, 95 min 

Writer: Pending Shooting Ratio: 20:1 

Director: Evan Yarbrough Budget: $4,965,503 

D.P.: Pending Funds Raised: $0 

Editor: Pending Funding Sources: ----- 

Cast: Pending Project Status: Development 

Genre: Fiction/Narrative Production Schedule: 5 weeks 

Expected Rating: PG-13 Post Schedule: 15 weeks 
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Story Synopsis 
 
Days pass by; Travis wakes up disorientated and filthy yet clearly focused. He returns to the 
production set and convinces everyone that he is finally ready. His performance is awe 
inspiring bringing the crew to tears, revulsion, and terror as he his character seems to take 
over his personality. At the same time missing person reports start flooding in quickly followed 
by homicide reports throughout the city all of which follow the same pattern, naked and an 
American flag draped over the body. 
 
Under the bright lights of New York, the silver screens of Hollywood, and wherever else actors 
may practice their craft, these gifted artists remold reality turning themselves from 
farmhands to mystical warriors, from thieves to superheroes. All of which is drawn from and 
defined by the simple black and white letters on a script. And when they perform, their 
character is brought to life. So what is there to prevent their personality from mixing with the 
character that they portray? 
 
Travis, is an unsuccessful actor lost in the mass of faces in the business with a bunch of small 
productions and bit parts to his credit. Travis pushes forward, determined to make it, with the 
next job always being the one that will launch his career. However he goes at it alone as his 
fiancé abandoned him when his obsession became more important than her and his family 
ignores him as he continues to run from getting a real job. 
 
With his career floundering Travis seems to get a lucky break by making the red carpet list for 
a local film premiere where he meets Leonard, a tipsy, effusive screenwriter that decides 
Travis is the perfect lead for his new feature screenplay. 
 
Months pass and Travis has been relegated to a waiter who occasional acts… mostly as a 
dead body for police procedurals. His agent calls him up one day with exciting news that Travis 
is being asked to come to a tryout for the lead role of a feature film. Desperate for work Travis 
agrees to attend the audition, which, with more luck than skill, lands him his big break as a 
deranged soldier who has returned from war and becomes a psychopathic serial killer to cope 
with his own nightmares of his time in the Middle East. 
 
With days before production begins Travis devotes himself to reading his script over and over, 
watching war footage, and learning about serial killers. Holing himself up in his apartment. But 
this no where near enough as Travis loses it on set, fumbling over lines, unable to concentrate, 
and at his worst he breaks down while they are shooting some of his flashbacks to character’s 
time in the service. Everyone is frustrated and angry with Travis leading him to run off and 
drink it all away. 
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Upon Travis’ successful and astonishing return days later the production flies by but Leonard 
begins to grow worried about Travis’ state as the premiere is coming up and Travis has been 
extremely sporadic. But more importantly one of Travis’ co-stars has gone missing. 
 
Hoping to get help from Travis he goes to his apartment to find the co-stars body. Leonard 
finally puts it all together realizing Travis has been high jacked by his own character. In the 
midst of this Travis walks in to find Leonard in his living area franticly calling the police. He 
stabs Leonard who drops to the ground bleeding out. As the world blurs and fades, Leonard 
sees Travis sit down and watch him die. His face distorted by the ecstasy of the kill and his 
voice lost to maniacal laughter and the repetitive chanting of lines once memorized but long 
forgotten. 
 
The Method is the story of a man losing his touch on reality because he has no place to 
connect and orientate himself. So without these human connections we can loses ourselves. 
Through Travis the audience learns that our fantasies, dreams, and stories can impact people 
just as much as our real world because all that defines a person are a bunch of memories and 
events tied together to give one coherent meaning.
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Treatment 

 
Act I 
 
It is Austin, Texas, a limo pulls up to the theatre the, the eyes and camera lenses turn for a 
glimpse at who has just arrived. Flashes pop off, lights flood the red carpet, and questions fly 
out from the reporters’ mouths creating a cacophony of lights and sound. Men and women 
dressed in gowns and tuxedos follow the red line. TRAVIS NOLAN (24) watches on from 
across the street. He is dressed to the nines in a tuxedo that is a little too large, a little too old, 
and hair disheveled. Travis is beautiful but forgettable, as he appears to blend in with beauty 
often seen on the silver screen. 
 
Travis is lost in thought as a local camera crew that was a little too late notices him and 
comes over for an exclusive interview. Travis is stunned as the light from the camera crew 
blinds him. The reporter starts to interview Travis but quickly realizes he is a nobody and jogs 
off to try and get a few shots of the straggling stars left arriving to the premiere. 
 
His eyes slowly adjust back to the nighttime as he adjusts his tux. With a short breathe, Travis 
heads over to the red carpet. He strolls behind the cameras to the side entrance of the 
theatre. A few journalists turn and glance to see who just past by them but quickly realize he is 
no one. 

 
 
Inside Travis walks through the 
crowded lobby up to the refreshments 
counter. He is ordering a beer but 
realizes he has no money and has to 
settle on water. Before he takes the 
water an already tipsy man stumbles up 
to the counter and orders a beer for 
the both of them. The drunken man is 
LEONARD HEATH (28), a writer who 
through a little luck keeps himself alive 
with his spec scripts. 
 
Travis has to help Leonard up the stairs 
to the balcony where the two are 

relegated to the near back making the screen seem like the size of an iPhone. But it wouldn’t 
even matter as Leonard proceeds to talk Travis’ ear off about his scripts. Eventually Leonard 
focuses in on one script that he is really proud of about a returning military veteran who’s lost 
his mind and become a serial killer. Leonard has a brief moment of clarity and realizes and 
decides that Travis would fit the role perfectly. He begs Travis for his card and agent’s number 
so that he could contact Travis should it get past pre-production. Travis caves in hopes that it 
would shut Leonard up which it does as he decides he needs a celebration drink from which 
he never returns, leaving Travis to watch the rest of the movie première alone. 
 
Months have passed and Travis has begun to realize his fate, which does not include acting. 
He currently fits in mostly as a body for police procedurals or does local TV commercials. His 
life is in taters and its time to grow up. Travis goes to his agent’s office to tell him that he is 
giving up on acting. Travis’ agent JIM WILDER (49) is on the phone of his small office when 
Travis comes he leaving Travis to wait patiently as Jim flails about with his arms trying to 
impress Travis. 
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Travis decides to leave but Jim hangs up and calls him back. Jim has some news for Travis 
but says he doesn’t want to talk first but rather have his client talk. Travis begins to tell Jim 
that he is quitting but before he can get too much our Jim bursts out saying that he was just 
contacted by producer who wanted to know if you could come try out for a part. Travis is 
shocked and tries to tell Jim that he is quitting but the words won’t come. Jim goes over the 
whole deal talking about time and place for the tryout and it wins Travis over who decides 
maybe this can really be his big break. 
 
Act II 
 
With little time Travis reads the script that his agent sends him. Going over the part but as he 
has been working as a waiter to make ends meet his nearly endless number of shifts prevent 
him from ever really taking a long look at it. 
 
The audition day comes. Travis has butterflies and sweat rolls down his body as he waits 
impatiently outside the audition room with a few other actors who appear much calmer and 
definitely much less chatty. 
 
Travis’ audition comes up and he enters the room. To his surprise sitting across the room in 
one of the chairs are Leonard and the director of the project, MICHAEL SMITH (41). Leonard 
gives Travis a hardy hello and smile as if the two are old friends. He raves about Travis as 
being the perfect choice for this part to Michael. Michael has been worn down by the years 
never breaking that glass ceiling and so is reaching for straws to make it big before he calls it 
quits. 
 
Michael cynically begins the audition. 
Travis reads lines with the two 
somewhat stumbling over the material. 
Leonard makes a couple of comments 
and compliments to buy Travis sometime 
to regroup but Michael won’t have it and 
ends the audition. Travis is ready to 
storm out furious with himself for 
thinking this might have worked. Leonard 
tries to defend Travis one last time to be 
meet with disbelief and sarcasm by 
Michael. Travis hears Michael’s 
comments, which pierce him and make 
him snap. He explodes releasing the anguish that and plagued him for years as he lost his 
money, friends, family, and wife due to the messed up industry. 
 
Both Michael and Leonard sit there in stunned silence. Travis can’t believe what he just did 
and runs out both embarrassed and ashamed for his actions. 
 
With no money or car Travis has to walk home to his apartment. All the way there his phone 
keeps ringing but he doesn’t want to talk to anyone. He then gets home of find his answering 
machine filled with messages too. He listens and it is his agent wanting to talk and telling 
Travis to call him back to which Travis assumes is that Jim had heard about his tantrum and 
wanted to ask Travis about it. However it turns out Travis got the part. That tantrum was what 
they needed to see and Michael wants to take the risk on Travis. 
 
Travis is ecstatic at the news. He immediately signs the contract as soon as it’s ready. With 
his big break Travis quits his day job and buys himself a few amenities as treats for himself. He 
has confidence and a power he didn’t know he had. Travis is, in his mind, a star. 
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Rehearsal begins and he is doing okay but not that great. The notion that it’s early and no one 
really has their parts yet covers up his mistakes as the go through table readings. But Michael 
is starting to have it up to his ears with Travis and calls him out on it as during a read through 
Travis comes off more robot than human. 

 
Travis sees it himself and knows this is 
his last and only shot to make it. He tells 
them to give him the weekend and he’d 
get it down. With no time to recast and 
the memory of what Travis showed in 
auditions Michael gives him the weekend 
before production to figure it out. 
 
Travis goes and rents war movies and 
murder movies some fiction some 
documentaries. He watches film after 
film studying the actors, while trying to 
force himself to identify with the 
characters. Things begin to click as he 

goes through the change of this part being a fictional part to maybe something that is more 
tangible and real. 
 
The first day of production comes and everyone is on set is pumped and ready to make a 
movie. The first few scenes are before Travis’ character’s mental breakdown and so he 
comes across as a normal Joe but still somewhat stiff. Michael notices it but gave up long ago 
of this project being much more than a Razzie nominee. 
 
Travis’ first scenes as a murder begin to come up and while he is much improved from 
rehearsal it still is less than desired. Leaving Michael more frustrated after every take. He 
eventually calls an early wrap on the day after Travis terribly flubs a line and his blocking. 
 
Its over is what Travis tells himself. He goes downtown and drinks his liver to death. Talking off 
anyone that would listen about the horrors of acting. He eventually blacks out but seems to 
have a waking dream. It’s as if he was watching himself act his role out scene by scene. 
 
The horror of watching himself murder someone, even if it is in his dream, startles him 
resulting in him shooting out of bed covered in sweat, heart racing, and body covered in some 
disgusting unknown mixture that has caked on to his skin. It must have been left over 
combination of the bar and make-up from the night before. He gets a call from Michael asking 
for him as apparently Travis had been gone for days but with so much already shot they 
couldn’t just start over with someone else. This forces Travis to head out to the set with a 
hangover and dirty. 
 
Once on set Travis cleans up and shooting picks back up but this time something just clicks for 
Travis. They power through everything that they didn’t get to the day before as Travis is on 
point drawing from some inner memory that guides him through the scene. 
 
With this new inner guidance the film begins to move along smoothly. The only trip up is a 
recent rise in murders in the city. But with everyone is so hyped up on caffeine and running on 
little to no sleep so it is ignored. 
 
Production is coming to an end and Travis has just gotten better and better seemingly like he 
is holding something back for the last scene when he kills his wife. The day comes and Travis 
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nails it to the astonishment of everyone from the crew, to Michael, to Travis himself, and most 
of all his co-star, JAMIE (26) who is play his wife that he kills. In the murder of his wife, Jamie is 
absolutely terrified by Travis claiming there was just something in his eyes that just weren’t 
right. Everyone ignores Jamie’s comments, as they are excited for wrap and for what a great 
film this might be. 
 
Act III 
 
Post-production flies by and the red carpet premiere is fast approaching. Leonard is ecstatic, 
as his baby will finally be seen but just days before the premiere Jamie goes dark. No one has 
heard from or seen her in awhile. Leonard puts it on himself and goes and looks for her but 
finds nothing at her home. Not only that but police had announced that the murder increase 
seemed to be connected as each of the victims had been found with a flag over their body and 
so called it a serial killer which was taking away press time from the première. 
 
With no luck finding Jamie, Leonard decides to go see Travis and ask for some help. He 
arrives at Travis’ apartment; the door is unlocked so Leonard decides to enter. The place is in 
shambles like there had been a struggle but there was no sign of forced entry at the door. 
Leonard looks around and 
eventually goes back to the 
bedroom. He notices a stain on 
the ground and follows it into the 
bathroom. 
 
Inside the bathroom Leonard 
find’s Jamie’s dead body, her 
blood pooled in the bath tube. It 
finally connects for Leonard that 
Travis had gone to far in his part 
and become the serial killer from 
the movie. Panic sets in as 
Leonard calls 911 as he runs out 
of the apartment. He rounds the 
corner to leave the bedroom but 
stops cold as he runs into Travis 
and more importantly the sharp 
point of a knife. 
 
Leonard falls to the ground shocked and bleeding out. Travis just stands there watching his 
eyes going up and down Leonard’s body and his mouth twisting into a smile. That is when 
Leonard sees it, the look in Travis’ eyes that Jamie had talked about but it is to late as with one 
last breath it all goes black. 
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Story Rights 
The Method is based on the producer’s original idea and will be executed by a writer for hire. 
As the producer for The Method, Mr. Yarbrough has a clear chain of title to this story and is 
the sole proprietor of the copyright for the synopsis and treatment. The screenplay adaptation 
of this idea will be purchased according to the WGA basic agreement after a suitable writer 
has been selected and has written the final copy of The Method. 

Project Approach 
The Method will be shot in color on 1” HD digital using an Arri Alexa with a runtime of 
approximately 95 minutes. The Method will fit the genre of psychological thriller as it focuses 
on the development of the character and plot while maintaining an intense pace with high 
stakes and the suspense associated with murder and the intense business of film production. 
The film will be digital allowing for a much more guerilla style as the camera can move with the 
characters due to its more ergonomic design also giving it a more intimate feel. 
 
As The Method intends to be an intimate film much of the lighting will be natural as we hope to 
show the reality of the protagonist’s inner conflict however as he loses his mind there will be a 
shift to a starker lighting ratio closer to 7:1 showing the dual personalities conflicting much 
like the duality of dark and light. 
 
The point of view will be from the protagonist’s perspective as an actor who is losing his grip 
on reality however the screenwriter that comes up with the role will occasionally provide the 
outside perspective to help show the protagonist’s breakdown from an outside source. The 
reason for the limited number of on screen characters is to focus on the protagonist’s 
isolation, which is part of the reason for his mental breakdown showing the need for human 
relationships and connections. The other advantage of the limited number of characters is the 
financial justifications and lessening production concerns. 
 
The Method will be very gritty and have that feel of an independent feature film as a very 
intimate story and because of this editing will be harsh and quick to get both the gritty and 
indie feel. The Method will use this editing style in order to create the fast pace feel of a thriller 
film. 

Progress to Date 
The project is currently in development as Mr. Yarbrough with a budget and treatment 
developed. Once a writer is found Mr. Yarbrough and the writer will collaborate to develop the 
script. Which will begin the start of the production process for The Method. 
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Creative Team 
EVAN YARBROUGH – Producer/Director 
Evan Yarbrough has a diverse background in media production including live production, 
graphic design, directing, producing, editing, post-production effects, animation, and 
screenwriting. Mr. Yarbrough has worked with TSTV, a local Austin independent television 
station, producing a documentary of Lake Travis High School’s 2011 Football season and 
College Press Box, a sports analysis show. Along with producing these shows he was the 
graphics producer which during his time he redesigned the graphics for College Press Box. 
Other credits include cameraman, director, and audio engineer for TSTV and producing, 
directing, editing, and production assistant for Watermark Community Church’s Media Arts 
Department. He has also been invited to attend the 65th annual Cannes Film Festival. 

Production Schedule 
(The production will begin upon reaching 90% of the required budget and a writer is found) 
Week Task 

Week 1 Write Screenplay 
Week 4 Preliminary Crew Interviews 
Week 6 Lock Script 

Bring on UPM 
Breakdown Screenplay 

Week 7 Scout Locations 
Casting Session 

Week 8 Sign cast and crew 
Finalize Budget and Production Schedule 

Week 9 Rehearsal 
Week 11 Begin Principal Photography 
Week 15 End Principal Photography 
Week 16 Begin Post-Production 
Week 18 First Cut Completed 
Week 20 Second Cut Completed 
Week 22 Fine Cut completed 
Week 25 Final Cut Completed 

Begin ADR, Foley, Sound Editing & Music 
Score 

Week 29 Sound Mix 
Week 32 Test Screening 
Week 33 Send final cut to be printed on 35mm 
Week 34 Festival Submissions 

Acquisitions Executive Screenings 
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Budget 
The Method: 1” HD Digital, 95 minute feature film with a 20:1 shooting ratio 

PRE-PRODUCTION 
Budget Item Unit Type Unit Rate Total 
STORY     
     Story Rights1    $0 
     Script2    42,930 
     Screenplay Registration (online)3    20 
     STORY TOTALS    $42,950 
     

MANAGEMENT     
     Producer Week 34 600 $20,400 
     Assistant Week 5  600 
     Unit Production Manager4 Week 10 5,471 54,712 
     Payroll Secretary5 Year 1 37,282 37,282 
     Casting Director6    23,000 
     Director7 Week 10  75,000 
     MANAGEMENT TOTAL    $210,994 
     
PRINCIPAL CAST     
     Travis Week 7  $1,500,000 
     Leonard Week 7  500,000 
     Agent Week 7  30,000 
     Jamie Week 7  22,912 
     Michael Week 7  40,000 
     PRINCIPAL CAST TOTAL    $2,092,912 
     

STUNT TOTALS     
     Stunt Coordinator Day 3 825 $2,475 
     EXTRAS & STUNT TOTALS    $2,475 
     

TRAVEL & LIVING     
     Travel8    $1,915 
     Hotel9 (for 4) Day 49 161 31,556 
     TRAVEL & LIVING TOTALS    $33,471 

                                                             
1 Original idea of the producer 
2 According to the WGA, a film with a budget between 1.2 million and 5 million falls under the WGA Minimum 
Basic Agreement (MBA), which entitles WGA writers to a $42,930 minimum purchase price for a screenplay. 
3 Cost to register a screenplay with the WGA (online). 
4 Current DGA required salary and production fee for a low budget feature between $3.75 million and $11 million 
(Tier 4 low budget rate is 70% of the DGA BA minimum rate) 
5 National median salary for a payroll secretary according to cbsalary.com. 
6 Based off of Richard Lewis’ lecture on February 22, 2012 in Introduction to Producing 
7 As the director is not apart of the DGA and he is also the producer the standard compensation for the director 
will be waived for a lower amount. The standard DGA negotiated director salary for a director on a film with a 
budget greater than $3.75 million but equal to or less than $11 million is no less than 75% of the applicable 
minimum salary in basic agreement or $12,138 per week. 
8 Travel will include flights for the principal talent and may vary on their location. Price based on round trip on 
American Airlines in first class seating for 4. 
9 Based off of the Omni Hotel & Resorts rate. 
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Budget Item Unit Type Unit Rate Total 

ABOVE THE LINE FRINGES10 % 31% $2,394,246 $742,216 
     Screenwriter     
     SAG Members     
     DGA Members     
     Producer     
     Director     
     ABOVE THE LINE FRINGES TOTAL    $742,216 
     

PRE-PRODUCTION TOTAL    $3,125,018 

PRODUCTION 
Budget Item Unit Type Unit Rate Total 

PRODUCTION STAFF     
     Assistant Director Week 7 5,101 $35,707  
     2nd Assistant Director Week 5 3,518 17,590  
     2nd 2nd Assistant Director Week 5 2,774 13,870  
     Data Wrangler Hour 250 46 11,500  
     Script Supervisor11 Hour 250 30 7,500  
     Location Manager Week 8 1,750 14,000  
     Production Assistant Hour 250 15 3,750  
     PRODUCTION STAFF TOTAL    103,917 
     

ART DEPARTMENT     
     Production Designer Week 7 2,320 $16,240 
     Art Director9 Week 7 2,320 16,240 
     Set Decorator Week 7 1,856 12,992 
     Materials & Supplies Allow   2,000 
     ART DEPARTMENT TOTAL    $47,472 
     

Camera     
     Director of Photography12 Week 7 3171 $22,197 
     ARRI Alexa Camera Operator9 Hour 250 43 10,750 
     Steadicam Operator9 Hour 250 43 10,750 
     1st Assistant Camera9 Hour 250 37 9,250 
     ARRI Alexa13 Day 49 1,500 73,500 
     Steadicam Equipment14 Day 49 400 19,600 
     Camera Accessories15     
          Alexa Accessories Week 7 1200 8,400 
          Ultra Prime Lenses Week 7 1950 13,650 
     CAMERA TOTAL    $168,097 

                                                             
10 31% of total Above-the-Line personnel wages 
11 Tier 2 One-Off IATSE Wage Minimum 
12 Minimum pay-rate according to Local 600 
13 Camera quote by MP&E HD Film Digital Rental’s website 
14 MP&E HD, Film, Digital quote on Steadicam Zephyr 
15 Camera accessories quote from T-Stop Inc.’s website with a week priced at the equivalent of three days. 
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Budget Item Unit Type Unit Rate Total 

DIGITAL STOCK16
     

     32 GB SxS Pro Cards17  1 60 $60 
     4 TB Hard Drive – Data Wrangler  1 335 335 
     4 TB Hard Drive – Dailies  1 335 335 
     4 TB Hard Drive – Backup  1 335 335 
     Dropbox Team Storage Year 1 795 795 
     DIGITAL STOCK TOTAL    $1,860 
     
GRIP/ELECTRIC OPERATIONS     
     Gaffer9 Hour 250 28 $7,000 
     Key Grip9 Hour 250 30 7,500 
     GEAR Driver/Best Boy18 Hour 250 27 6,750 
     Extra Grip Hour 250 27 6,750 
     GEAR Light Rental19 Day 25 350 8,750 
     Expendables20 Allow   2,250 
     GRIP/ELECTRIC OPERATIONS TOTAL    $39,000 
     
PRODUCTION SOUND     
     Sound Mixer9 Hour 250 48 $12,000 
     Boom Operator9 Hour 250 33 8,250 
     Sound Equipment21 Week 5 825 4,125 
     PRODUCTION SOUND TOTAL    $24,375 
     
WARDROBE     
     Costume Designer22 Hour 400 38 $15,200 
     Key Costumer9 Hour 250 20 5,000 
     Makeup Artist9 Hour 250 34 8,500 
     Assistant Makeup Artist9 Hour 250 29 7,250 
     Hair Stylist9 Hour 250 30 7,500 
     Makeup Supplies Allow   1,500 
     Hair Supplies Allow   1,500 
     Costumes23 Allow   9,400 
     WARDROBE TOTAL    $55,850 
 
 

                                                             
16 On ProRes 4444, the Arri Alexa will use approximately 1.9 GB of memory per minute of shooting. With a 
shooting ratio of 20:1 for a 95 minute feature we will have 1,900 minutes of footage requiring 3.61 TB to store. 
Therefore we have rounded up all of our digital sock to 4 TB. The Data Wrangler will receive the captured 
footage and put it on the Data Wrangler drive. The footage will then be backed-up onto the dailies drive, for 
viewing and color correction, and backed-up on the editing system along with an online storage. 
17 Price quote for the 32 GB SxS Pro Card from hdcinema.com. The remainder of the digital film stock comes 
with the Alexa Accessories package from T-Stop Inc including three more 32 GB SxS Pro Cards 
18 GEAR allows for the driver of their truck packages to also work as a grip. The salary listed is the standard IATSE 
grip salary. 
19 GEAR 10 Ton Grip, Lighting, & Electrical Truck 
20 Includes mileage and gas for the GEAR 1 Ton Lighting & Grips Truck Package 
21 GEAR DC Powered double system audio kit.  
22 As according to IATSE the costume designer is to be paid greater than “Key” Rates 
23 Will pay for Red Carpet clothing and principle talent costuming. 
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Budget Item Unit Type Unit Rate Total 

SET OPERATIONS     
     Catering & Craft Service24 Day 35 790 $27,650 
     First Aid    350 
     Permits25    600 
     Police/Security (2) Day 4 250 2,000 
     Portable Bathrooms26 Day 25 279.96 6,999 
     SET OPERATIONS TOTAL    $37,599 
     
LOCATIONS, SET DRESSING, & PROPS     
     Austin Paramount Theatre27 Day 2 4000 $8,000 
     Residential Apartment Month 2 1,200 2,400 
     Other Locations Allow   7,000 
     Limo28 Day 2 1,365 2,730 
     Set Dressing Materials Allow   1,250 
     Props Allow   1,000 
     Location Cleaning Service Day 20 90 1,800 
     Crew Mileage29    1,000 
     LOCATIONS… TOTAL    $25,180 
     
ATMOSPHERE     
     General Extras30 Week 5 145 $18,125 
     ATMOSPHERE TOTAL    $18,125 
     

PRODUCTION TOTAL    $521,475 

 

                                                             
24 Budgeted off of Central Market Catering Services and includes delivery fees 
25 There are no permit requirements for the exposure of film in Austin, Texas but there are permits & fees 
required for blocking off and using sidewalks. 
26 Quote by All American Waste Services on April 19, 2012 via mesawasteservices.com 
27 Rental to shoot at the Paramount in Austin based of quote from Stefanie Cook (512-692-0525) 
28 Quote based off of Limos.com 
29 The entire film will be set in Austin with very few excursions outside of the city and most of the crew will be local 
talent. 
30 SAG Background Actors minimum per week. Final number will vary upon script breakdown but estimation is 
made at 25 maximum extras. 
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POST-PRODUCTION 

Budget Item Unit Type Unit Rate Total 

POST-PRODUCTION STAFF     
     Post-Production Supervisor Week 17 5,417 $92,089 
     Editor9 Week 12 2,515 30,180 
     Assistant Editor9 Week 12 1,482 17,784 
     Sound Editor9 Week 5 1,844 9,220 
     Music Editor9 Week 5 1,844 9,220 
     ADR Editor Week 3 1,844 5,532 
     Foley Artist9 Week 2 1,844 3,688 
     Composer Week 5 4,519 22,595 
     POST-PRODUCTION STAFF TOTALS    $190,308 
 
POST-PRODUCTION SERVICES31     
     Sound Mix32    $9,000 
     Music & Effects Track    5,250 
     Music Rights and Royalties33    25,000 
     ADR Mix    24,000 
     Foley Mix    15,000 
     Music Mix34    75,000 
     Avid System35     
          Avid Qualified Mac Pro System36    6,973 
          Avid Media Composer 6 Software    2,499 
     POST-PRODUCTION SERVICE    $162,722 

DISTRIBUTION PRINT37 Minute 95 500 $47,500 
     35 mm Negative Transfer     
     35 mm Optical Sound Track     
     35 mm Composite Best-Light Answer Print     
     DISTRIBUTION PRINT TOTAL    $47,500 
     

POST-PRODUCTION TOTAL    $400,530 
     
     
     
 

                                                             
31 Total music/audio budget developed at 4% of the total budget as estimated by McQuillan in Susan Rayman’s 
article Demystifying (June 2001) 
32 Rate based off of budget used in the independent feature film Tadpole 
33 Allowance for potential music synchronization and master use rights 
34 Music Mix accounts for studio recording time and orchestral performance/recording. 
35 Will purchase the Avid System with plans to use it on future projects. 
36 See Avid’s “Westmere” system for exact requirements 
37 Alpha Cine rate card quote (April 20th, 2012) 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

Budget Item Unit Type Unit Rate Total 

BELOW THE LINE FRINGES38 % 31% 377,867 $117,139 
     IATSE Pension and Welfare     
     IATSE Individual Account, Vacation, & Holiday     
    BELOW THE LINE FRINGES TOTAL    $117,139 
     

PRODUCTION INSURANCE39    $135,000 
     Cast     
     Comprehensive Liability     
     Errors & Omissions     
     Misc. Equipment     
     Worker’s Compensation     
     Property Damage/Liability     
     PRODUCTION INSURANCE    $135,000 
     
MARKETING & PUBLICITY     
     Still Photographer9 Hour 40 43 $1,720 
     Production Stills (Processing)    250 
     Press Kits    5,000 
     Website40    1,400 
     Festival Entry & Material Fees41    18,000 
     Festival Travel Expenses    14,000 
     MARKETING & PUBLICITY TOTAL    40,370 
     Legal42    15,000 
     Production Office43 Month 16 3541 56,667 
     Office Supplies    900 
     PRODUCTION ADMINISTRATION TOTAL    $72,567 
     

SALES TAX     
     Equipment % 8.25% 558,617 $46,086 
     Services % 8.25% 193,880 15,996 
     SALES TAX TOTAL    $61,755 
     
MISCELLANEOUS TOTAL    $386,461 

                                                             
38 31% of the total personnel budget 
39 The total insurance cost set is at 3% of the budget as quoted by Keli Tomack, an exec at Robertson-Taylor 
(April 18, 2012). 
40 Domain name registered and website hosted on GoDaddy.com for a renewable two year agreement. 
41 Includes entry fees, additional prints, and shipping 
42 Quote from John Cones, entertainment attorney April 2012 
43 Office Space is 605 Brazos St, Austin, TX 78701 Suite 300 listed by Austin Tenant Advisors 
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BUDGET SUMMARY 
    

   PRE-PRODUCTION TOTALS    $3,125,018 

   PRODUCTION TOTALS    521,475 

   POST-PRODUCTION TOTALS    400,530 

   MISCELLANEOUS TOTALS    386,461 

          SUBTOTAL 
   

$4,433,484 

     
CONTINGENCY % 12% 4,433,484 $532,019 

THE METHOD GRAND TOTAL    $4,965,503 
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Financial Overview 
The Method will be a feature length film pursing theatrical distribution. The runtime will be 
approximately 95 minutes, with an MPAA rating of PG-13 and shot in 1” Digital HD. ECY Productions is 
a Limited Liability Company (LLC) that will be formed for The Method project in order to help finance, 
produce, and cause distribution of The Method. Producer Evan Yarbrough will serve as the Manager. 
 
Funds Raised:  $0 
Funds Required: $4,965,503 
 

Minimum Investment: $46,656, or 2 shares 
 
Each investment of $46,656 equals 2 shares, or 1% of the net profits in this project. The total sum of 
$4,965,503 will be repaid in full from the revenue generated through the sale and distribution of the 
film, The Method. The following table outlines our income distribution schedule: 
 

Tier I – Breakeven LLC Members ECY Productions will repay investors from 
net profits until the initial investment sum of 
$46,656 has been repaid. 

Tier II – Profit Sharing LLC Members & Manager ECY Productions will split all net profit 
(revenue with distributor expenses, prints 
and advertising deducted) in a 50/50 ratio. 

 
All funds raised will be deposited into an interest bearing third party escrow account. Should financing 
not reach completion within 12 months, each investor will receive their investment funds as well as a 
share of any interest earned. The fundraising period may be extended only by a 75% majority vote by 
members. 
 

The LLC will remain effective for three years after the theatrical release or other general distribution 
contract to extend the limited liability protection to the Manager and Members. 
 

Please note the following disclosure about the risks involved in investing in feature films: 
 The purchase of partnership interests described herein entails a high degree of risk and is 
suitable for purchase only by those who can afford a total loss of their investment. Further, risk 
factors as contained in this memorandum (which does not include all possible factors) should be 
carefully evaluated by each prospective purchaser of a limited partnership interest herein. 
 The contents of this memorandum are not to be construed by any prospective purchaser 
of limited partnership interest as business, legal, or tax advice, and each such prospective 
purchaser will be required to demonstrate that he or she has the ability to evaluate the purchase 
of the limited partnership interest described herein or has retained the services of a 
representative who has such knowledge and expertise as may be necessary to evaluate said 
purchase. 
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Market Research and Trend Indicators 
The Method draws on the introspective struggle of defining who we are and 
showing how subjective reality can be as people can change by choice, by an 
outside force, or even unintentionally. In order to show this inner turmoil and 
subjective reality The Method draws on the psychological thriller genre as 
seen in hit movies like Fight Club, Black Swan, The Hurt Locker, and 
Memento which have earned both critical and financial success. 
 
A psychological thriller is defined44 as a film that emphasizes the psychology 
of the characters rather than the plot while the thriller45 aspect of the film 
implies that it keeps the reader on the edge of their seat with a quick pace, 
action, and suspense. 
 
The Method unquestionably fits this genre as it focuses on the mental 
stability of the protagonist as his life and reality crumbles around him. There 
is a demand for this type of genre as seen by the recent influx and success 
of the films mentioned above such as Black Swan, The Hurt Locker, and 
Memento. Each of these movies while in a completely different budget range 
had a successful run in theatres by breaking even. 

 

Box Office 
Numbers 

Black Swan46 The Hurt 
Locker47 

Memento48 

Budget 13.0 Million 11.0 Million 5.0 Million 

Worldwide Gross 318.2 Million 19.2 Million 39.7 Million 

     U.S. Gross 107.0 Million 15.7 Million 25.5 Million 

Budget/Gross Ratio 24.58 1.75 7.94 
 
With the deep focus on character development and story over action 
psychological thrillers have garnered a large number of critical success. Of 
the films mentioned above Black Swan was nominated for five Oscars winning 
one along with four Golden Globe nominations and one win while similarly The 
Hurt Locker won six Oscars. 

 
With a genre conducive for award nominations and potential for successful 
theatre runs this genre will allow us to reach at least two if not three of the 
target demographics. In this genre and in The Method we seek to be patient 
and character-oriented which taps into the more adult demographics 
specifically men and women over the age of 25 who seek a more story and 
character based film. However as we intend to keep The Method fast paced 
and provide action as Travis becomes the serial killer there will be the blood 
and action which targets men in the below 25 demographic. Also by 
garnering critical success this will transfer into the free press that draws in 
viewers curious to hear what the buzz is about. 

                                                             
44 As defined by dictionary.com 
45 Definition based off of illiterarty.com 
46 Numbers found on Black Swan’s IMDB Pro page 
47 Numbers found on The Hurt Locker’s IMDB Pro page 
48 Numbers found on Memento’s page on the-numbers.com 
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In 2011, the thriller genre, which The Method fits into, had 561 films released grossing an average of $27.6 
million while maintaining an 8.12% share of the market only surpassed by the keystone genres of comedy, 
adventure, drama, and action.49 The gross average for thrillers was the fifth best genre out of twelve ranking it in 
the top half and only barely surpassed by horror and the romantic comedy films. Besides being a thriller film, The 
Method is a live action film and is expected to receive a PG-13 rating. Live action films and PG-13 films have both 
dominated their market share at 71.88% and 51.74% respectively in 2011.50 
 
The most similar film to compare The Method to is Memento as it was 
made on a very similar budget and also has a similar story. While Memento 
focuses on a man with short-term memory loss, The Method deals with a 
man losing his touch with reality as he allows the character he is portraying 
to take over. In both cases the protagonist deals with memory loss and the 
altering of reality. Not only that but both deal with characters that are 
turned to murder of the innocent though due to differing circumstances. 
Memento would go on to critical acclaim as it revolutionized storytelling and 
had great financial success grossing almost eight times its budget. This 
success is what we seek to do with The Method.  
 

Along with its many story and 
budget similarities to The Method, 
Memento also was a successful 
independent feature. Another, more 
recent, successful independent 
feature is Shame, which was shot on a similarly low budget of 6.5 million 
dollars.51 While it does not drive to be a thriller it does deal with questions 
of human nature, specifically sex addiction, while The Method focuses on 
what defines reality and the human need for relationships. With such an 
intellectual and taboo subject matter Shame obtained critical success 
with a Golden Globe and two BAFTA nominations. In conjunction with the 
film’s critical success it grossed nearly three times is budget as it earned 
$17.8 million dollars worldwide even with the dreaded NC-17 rating.51 
 
As demonstrated by the films and data above there is a need in the 
market for The Method. To generate the adequate buzz we will enter 
multiple festivals from Sundance, to SXSW, to Cannes so as to grow the 
film critically in order to increase its opening box office potential falling in 
the vein of similar films like Drive and Shame.

                                                             
49 Data found at the-numbers.com/market/Genres/ 
50 Data found at the-numbers.com/market/2011.php 
51 Numbers found on Shame’s IMDB Pro page 
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Distribution Markets 

U.S. and Foreign Theatrical Release 
A U.S. and Foreign theatrical release refers to release of a film in commercial movie theatres where people pay 
to see theatrical motion pictures. In commercial movie theatres, a single film can play for just one day in one 
theatre or several months in thousands of theatres all depending on the popularity of the film. The revenues from 
the box office are split between the exhibitor and distributor with the distributor paying for the P & A, the physical 
film, shipping costs, and the advertising campaign for the film. As an independent feature film, we expect to 
release The Method in a platform model. The film will be premiered at festivals, and then released in Los Angles, 
New York City, and Austin. After it is released, we will open up to other key markets and more theatres based 
upon the film’s performance. 

DVD/Blu-Ray 
As Blu-Ray has yet to take full control of the home video market both DVD and Blu-Ray provide forms for 
distribution. The window between theatrical release and DVD release shrinks as the demand for home 
entertainment continues to grow. With the adoption of Blu-Ray players there are new opportunities in home 
entertainment visual quality, special feature options, and also more/new revenue as people replace their DVDs 
with Blu-Ray editions which are more expensive than a regular DVD. As The Method was shot in High Definition, 
we will be able to release a Blu-Ray edition. 

Pay-Per-View/Video-On-Demand 
As viewers move away from physical product towards strictly digital content Pay-Per-View (PPV)/Video-On-
Demand (VOD) provide another source of revenue from cable/satellite television. With PPV a film is broadcasted 
at specified times on established cable/satellite television stations. VOD systems allow viewers to download their 
selected film over a cable or satellite television provider’s system and watch the film on their home television. 
With The Method we will target the VOD market that is apart of cable/satellite television provider’s services. 

Pay-TV 
This market includes cable and satellite subscribers. The market is further broken up into basic cable, which 
includes staples such as the Disney Channel, ESPN, CNN, and MTV and then Premium cable, which includes 
channels such as HBO and Showtime. As of December 2011, cable had 58 million customers, which is a 13% 
drop in viewers since 2001.52 While Pay-TV provides a large audience the decrease in customers is worrisome 
sign. Because of the decrease in viewers we intend to release The Method Pay-TV but will limit the window 
between Premium Cable release and the Basic Cable release along with a decreasing the window between Pay-
TV release and Network TV release. 

Network TV 
Network TV consists of network television stations (FOX, CBS, NBC, etc), syndicated television where shows are 
licensed to individual stations, public access stations, and foreign stations. While a station might be branded as 
NBC or ABC it might actually be affiliated rather than apart of the network station. The prices that syndicators 
receive are based on TV ratings, which evaluate how many watched the show. A program with high TV ratings will 
be broadcast more and placed in more primetime spots as it increases advertising prices for the time period. 

Internet 
As consumers move further and further from television the Internet has become one of the largest providers of 
entertainment content. Apple’s iTunes allows for the rental and purchase of movies for digital download. Other 
Internet providers include sites like Netflix and Hulu. With a lot of questions still remaining on how to best utilize 
the Internet we will continue to monitor and pursue other web based revenue sources whether it is a 
subscription or purchase based revenue source. 

                                                             
52 Number by National Cable & Telecommunications association 
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Income Projections 
 

The following income projections are based on the performance of three films used in the 
“Market Research and Trends Indicators” section of this prospectus. A film achieves “fair” 
when it is able to generate enough revenue to break even. A “good” film is judged in 
comparison to The Hurt Locker that was able to theatrically gross nearly double its budget. A 
“great” film is in comparison to Memento, which was able to theatrically gross almost eight 
times its budget. Finally the “best” projection is in comparison to Black Swan, which theatrically 
grossed nearly 25 times its budget. 
 
 
 
Revenue Sources 
(% of World Market)53 

Fair Good Great Best 

Theatrical (20.4%)54 4,500,000 8,750,000 39,700,000 122,900,000 
     Foreign Theatrical (14.1%) 3,110,294 6,188,794 27,439,706 84,8945,588 
     Domestic Theatrical (6.3%) 1,389,706 2,765,206 12,260,294 37,954,412 
Video/DVD (41.7%) 9,198,530 18,303,029 81,151,471 251,222,059 
Television (37.9%)     
     Pay TV (17%)55 3,750,000 7,461,667 33,083,333 102,416,666 
     Network TV (18%) 3,970,588 7,900,588 35,029,411 108,441,176 
     VOD (2.9%) 639,706 1,272,873 5,643,627 17,471,078 
     
TOTAL WORLDWIDE 22,058,824 43,892,157 194,607,843 602,450,980 

     

Deductions     

     
     Distribution Fees (21.5%)56 -4,742,647 -9,436,814 -41,840,686 -129,526,961 
     Cost of Production -4,965,503 -4,965,503 -4,965,503 -4,965,503 
     
Net Profit Return to LLC $12,340,674 $29,489,840 $147,801,654 $467,958,516 

     

Net Profit per 1 Share $61,703 $147,449 $739,008 $2,339,793 

 

                                                             
53 Percentages based off of the chart on page 100 of Edward Epstein’s book The Hollywood Economist 2.0 
54 Individual Domestic vs. Foreign percentages based off of MPAA’s 2011 Theatrical Market Statistics 
55 Individual TV % are based off Adams Media Research (slide 20) - 
slideserve.com/presentation/162240/filmvoddvd-market-research 
56 Deductions by exhibitors, retailers, and television operators taken into account. The distribution fee is taken 
from the net profits of the film. The exact number is the average of distribution fees of 20% theatrical, 17.5% 
Pay TV, 30% Network TV, 17.5% All Foreign Media, and 22.5% DVD. Distribution fees based off of Distribution 
fee examples in the class 17 course documents folder for RTF 367k. 
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Contact 
 

Evan Yarbrough 
2311 Nueces Street #201 

Austin, Texas 78705 
 

(214) 717-7910 
evan.yarbrough@utexas.edu 

ecyproductions.com 
 
 
 

 
 

The Method 
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